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For  

Those suffering from mental health issues 

and are afraid to give them a voice, this is a 

voice for them and to my friends and family 

that helped support me with this journey, 

thank you.    
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Authors Note:  

This book of poems is about the various mental 

health issues and disorders that are out there, and 

they may or may not trigger the person who has 

these issues to become worse. I don’t want that. I 

want these poems to be able to break the stigma of 

mental health and show that it’s OK to ask for help 

if you have any of these conditions and to 

normalize that mental health isn’t a taboo subject 

and it should be talked about openly. This series 

was created in hope that more people will become 

aware of mental health issues and not be so 

judgemental, plus it was created in hope that 

someone will consider the issue itself and become 

more self-aware. To read these one after the other 

might be hard going, so I recommend reading one a 

day. The characters mentioned in the poem Crimson 

have originated from Bram Stoker’s novel Dracula.  

I hope that people will enjoy reading these poems 

as well as learning about mental health.  
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AMBER  

(Bipolar)  

Like a pendulum my mood swings   

From one extreme to the other  

These swings can last for months at a time   

I feel all the high moments, are captured in amber  

But, so are all the bad and at the lowest point I feel 

sad  

  

Alone, hopeless, helpless, I can lose sleep   

And not eat, I feel like, I’ve no energy  

No interest in daily life, I feel empty   

Cold, guilt and despair, I can’t concentrate  

I get irritable, I can be pessimistic  

I doubt myself sometimes and I wake up early  

Delusional and suicidal but at the high point   

The mania as they call it, I’m happy,  

I’m full of energy, I can talk quite quickly   

I feel like I have more value, I have great ideas 

I’m motivated, I can be a bit distracted   

I can still be irritated easily and I don’t feel  

Like sleeping because I have all these ideas  

  

So, I don’t eat, but I can still experience delusions   
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I can often spend loads of money, without realising  

And I make decisions, that are out of character  

I’m on medication now, to help ease the effects   

But maybe another course can be taken? 

Maybe therapy 

To help me recognise the triggers  

The pendulum keeps on swinging   

The amber keeps on dripping, creating memories   

And I believe, it will get easier in time  
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APRICOT  

(Health Anxiety)  

Hypochondria is what I’ve been told   

I have but health anxiety sounds so much better  

I sometimes feel like, I’m walking   

In an apricot coloured jelly somedays  

It will hold my weight but other times, I sink down  

Never reaching the bottom and I worry constantly   

Over my own health, checking for any signs  

Of lumps or bumps or any signs of being ill  

I don’t want to be ill   

  

The anxiety itself feeds thoughts  

Making my head pound and my heart race  

I have asked people for reassurance   

And perhaps, they can put my mind at ease   

About the doctor’s tests, because I worry   

They might be wrong or they have  

Overlooked something   

  

I don’t watch, any medical programs on TV  

But sometimes I’ll spend hours, looking online   

To see if I can find something, that helps   
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To ease the storm inside my head   

I avoid physical activities, in fear that it worsens 

  

So far, the self-help has made the apricot jelly   

More stable, I’ll write in my diary   

And keep busy with other tasks  

But I’ve noticed the worries are preventing me   

From leading a normal life  

The doctor suggested therapy, I’m willing to try it  

So, one day my mind doesn’t feel  

Like it’s a jelly swamp.  
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AZURE  

(Agoraphobia)  

My condition is not just a simple fear   

Of open spaces, I’m scared to travel alone   

And sometimes even leave my own home   

I’m scared to visit a shopping centre   

Unless I’m with a friend or someone I trust   

Despite the azure sky above me  

  

I don’t feel calm, the anxiety is sometimes  

Paralyzing, the panic attacks are swift  

Dizzying and nauseous, I can sometimes think   

That I will feel embarrassed, if I have a panic attack  

I feel like I won’t be able, to escape  

Which makes the panic rise, even higher   

I feel like I’m losing my sanity, piece by little piece  

I feel like I won’t be able, to survive   

Without anyone around me   

  

I sometimes won’t leave the house   

For periods of time, I try to avoid situations   

That can lead to panic attacks, but I also  

Try and force myself to get out there   

But the fear and anxiety still flutters  
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In my chest, I’ve tried the self-help techniques  

And they help a little and sometimes not at all   

The doctors have recommended some therapy   

I’ll take it with open arms  

  

I want to be able to look up, at the azure sky   

And feel calm, instead of like I’m drowning   

Over and over again  
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BLACK  

(Depression)  

Without warning, it comes disguised as a dog   

At first, it befriends you, it’s harmless  

What could a dog do to hurt anyone?   

  

Next, you go about your day to day life  

The dog changes colour, appearance, attitude   

It’s no longer, the friendly dog from before  

It’s now a black wolf howling, biting at every 

chance It gets, it lingers, in your shadows, in dreams   

In the day, ready to pounce   

  

It causes you to feel heavy, lonely, anxious, angry  

And worthless, it causes you to shy away   

From friends, family and even loved ones  

It causes you to think constantly   

About all the little things and big things   

Even worse, it causes you to think about   

Throwing your life away; you didn’t ask for this  

  

You wish for the wolf to go away   

And for it to choose someone else, to be elsewhere  
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But it remains by your side like a guardian angel 

Yet, why does it whisper in your ear, telling you not  

To sleep at night, why does it tell you   

That you don’t need to eat today  

Why does it drain you of all your energy?   

Why does it take so much and return so little? 

  

Then one day you seek help, to manage   

To keep the beast at bay, they give you pills  

But nothing changes, the wolf gets angry   

Hungry for more, you try to come off the pills  

The wolf remains ominous and black as before  
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BLUE  

(Male Anxiety) 

The sea, calming blue, daunting, unmeasurable   

I find myself drawn to its vastness  

To the depths, that no man or machine can reach   

I come here in the mornings  

When the Sun is touching the horizon   

It’s beautiful and peaceful, yet my mind  

Is the complete opposite   

  

I worry excessively, about small things  

That then turn into larger things  

And the waves in my mind, grow larger and larger  

I’m self-conscious, as I watch the sea  

Swaying back and forth in a hypnotic motion   

I feel everyone stares, making jokes   

Behind my back, about my body image  

  

I’ve always been slim-legged  

But when you get called names, you start to wonder  

If there is anything you can do, to make them stop  

I fear that one day, someone will say something   

That will cause me, to throw myself   

Far into the deep blue sea  
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My stomach can be in knots   

When I’m out and about, I feel tense   

Even stressed a little, my mind ponders   

Negative thoughts and possibilities   

That will never come true, but the question   

What if comes up, time and time again  

   

I never have an answer and I let the blue waves   

Roll over and over, crashing down on me   

With full force, I try to fight back  

Sometimes, I win, others I lose  

I don’t sleep much, due to my thoughts popping up  

When I don’t want them there  

  

I watch the sea again, wishing my mind knew peace   

Wishing someday the blue veil will shift   

And I will get to enjoy being out with friends   

And be able to relax, instead of fearing the worst   

One day, someday, I will win my fight   

Against the raging, sea of my mind.  
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BLUE-GREEN   

(Avoidant Personality Disorder)  

Intoxicated, within the blue-green slime   

I view myself as someone who is unappealing  

And can’t hold a decent conversation   

I fear being rejected, humiliated and ridiculed  

  

I want to have, a small circle of friends  

Those who love me, I want to belong  

Yet, if I’m with a group of friends   

I get incredibly anxious, about the others watching  

Trying to see through, the blue-green slime   

  

There are sub-types for this disorder, but the list  

Seems endless, like the ones in my head   

That tells me, not to get to close to someone   

In case they hurt me or abandon me   

The GP said, there is help out there   

But it will take several steps, for me to become  

A lot less isolated; within the slime walls   

  

There are three kinds of therapy, they suggested  

Which will be ideal; they are social skills training,  
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Cognitive therapy and group therapy   

The first and last will be the hardest   

  

I hope, the therapist, is someone I can trust   

I don’t want to be doomed   

To be stuck in the blue-green slime forever 
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BLUE-VIOLET  

(Schizophrenia)  

I am seen, as having a split personality   

Or I am violent in behaviour; they are wrong  

They don’t understand what it’s like, to live   

With a blue-violet shimmer inside their heads  

   

At first, when it started, I was becoming   

Socially withdrawn and unresponsive  

To those around me, with changes in sleeping 

patterns   

But the shimmer caused the hallucinations  

I could see, hear, smell and taste things   

That were not there, but the blue-violet shimmer  

Made me believe they were real   

And I was powerless to argue, the voices too real,  

Too loud to ignore and they say   

  

That’s a positive symptom of my condition  

It doesn’t feel positive to me, I can get delusions  

And confusing thoughts, but the negative symptoms  

Make me lose interest in life   

I can’t concentrate, I don’t want to communicate   

It’s all so easy for them to label me   
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But they’re not the ones, being led to their demise  

By the appealing shimmer of a blue-violet light   

I want to be free, to shake it away   

I have various options; one being antipsychotics  

Another is therapy or even working  

With the Mental Health Team   

I’ll chase this shimmer away, once and for all 
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BROWN   

(Male Depression and Anxiety)  

How long has it been like this? I can’t remember 

I feel like, I’m swimming in an ocean   

That has no end or beginning   

Only the ocean has turned into a swamp  

Of brown mud and I struggle day to day   

To make any headway, because I’m tired  

  

Some say that’s an excuse and sail by   

I’m tired, due to the depression, the black cloak   

That no-one ever sees I’m tired of trying   

To fight against the anxious thoughts   

That trespass my mind and it’s so bad 

That my vision becomes obscured  

Blighted by negative thoughts   

  

I try to chase them away, only to fall  

Face first in the mud, I can hear laughter  

Somewhere, it’s getting closer, I try to rise up  

Shake off, most of the mud and dirt 

Before I try again, hidden at night   

In the barren brown wasteland  
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It’s sometimes peaceful, I can imagine frogs  

Croaking their merry song and crickets chirping  

But the reality is not so sweet   

More like a nightmare, at nights I struggle to sleep  

On the cold muddy floor, trying not to think  

Trying to find some harmony, in my mind  

That will lull me to sleep; I hear the laughter again   

It replays over and over in my mind  

Like an evil spell, should I try harder   

To break from the shackles of my mind? 

Should I fight, to survive in the brown wasteland?  

A dozen times I will ask myself, these questions   

A dozen times, I have answered them, anew  

It is not enough, it has never felt enough  

Like the wasteland wants more, needs more  

  

So, I push on unforgivingly, I focus my mind   

On my goal, I will set my heart to stone  

I will find those who laugh and prove them wrong   

I will find where they hide and tell them   

That I survived, the worst suffering  

I will find a way, although I am lost   

There is no sense of direction here  

I will plough forward, making a path  
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For myself and maybe others to follow  

I will find a way to banish the cloak of darkness  

To banish the anxious mind, forever    
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CERULEAN - BLUE  

(Seasonal Affective Disorder) 

My depression fluctuates with the seasonal patterns  

I can be happy in the summer, but in winter  

My world turns cold and gloomy, a cerulean-blue  

My mood is persistently low, I feel anxious  

And stressed, I become less sociable   

Even with friends and family, I find no pleasure  

In normal activities, I feel irritated   

  

And the guilt and the despair come easily  

And my self-esteem plummets to a newfound low   

I am less active, I feel lethargic  

And often find it hard to get out of bed   

In the morning, I’ve often overslept  

I find it hard to concentrate   

And crave comfort food, that only adds on weight  

  

In this seemingly endless cerulean world   

I look forward to the days of Spring and Summer  

But, dread the Autumn and Winter when it’s worse 

The anti-depressants have been, working a little   

Still, they don’t do much, to lift away   

The cerulean cloud and the doctors only suggest  
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The next step would be therapy or counselling   

I’ve not decided which route to take   

But I’m certain I want to beat this   

Before it overcomes me forever.  
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CHARCOAL  

(Borderline Personality Disorder)  

It has not one face but many   

It switches on the fly, leaving you confused, alone  

There are good days, living in this charcoal world  

You see things and feel things, that others don’t  

  

But, the happiness doesn’t last forever  

The next moment I’m thinking and believing  

That I have no friends and I’m a terrible person   

I sometimes say things, I don’t mean  

And can hurt the ones closest to me   

I am misunderstood because I’m seen as impulsive  

For doing things I shouldn’t, like drink or self-harm  

I find it hard to trust, to let anyone in   

Because I’m afraid they’ll leave me behind  

To live in the madness of charcoal   

  

And I don’t know, who I am most of the time  

I fear every day of what is going to happen   

I have trouble sleeping, insomnia wakes me   

With terrible thoughts; I need someone to listen   

And not judge me, I need someone to reassure me  
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That this mental torture will end, that I’m not alone 

Sometimes, I push people away   

Because they want me, to do things their way  

I withdraw into my charcoal world   

Seeking the darkness but it never helps  

Is there a way to keep the switch in a stable place?  

I believe it will get better, with help and friends  

People who understand the tornado that goes on   

In my mind  
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CHARTREUSE   

(Skin Picking Disorder)  

At first, I thought it was nothing but a habit   

Born from either boredom or stress  

I was picking at the skin on my fingers   

Round the clock, most would stare and say nothing  

Others told me to stop, but it never worked   

  

I couldn’t stop, I was lost in a thick chartreuse stew  

I didn’t see the cuts or the bleeding   

I didn’t even realise I was doing it  

Until they stared, it increased the anxiety tenfold   

The biting and picking would continue   

I tried to stop myself, by keeping my hands busy  

And tried to stop for longer periods of time   

But, when you’re in the chartreuse stew   

It’s not so easy to get out, as one might think  

  

So, I went to the GP because more people   

At work were growing concerned   

About my wellbeing, my family was anxious too  

About how to help me stop from causing,  

The damage to my skin that didn’t heal that quickly   

They are trying the medication first  
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I’ve asked if there is another possible route   

To take and they suggested counselling  

And I’ve been referred to the dermatologist   

To see if the skin is damaged or if I have  

An underlying skin condition, such as eczema  

Whatever the case may be, I hope that  

This stew won’t be so thick in the future  
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COPPER  

(Parkinson’s Disease)  

I’ve been told, each person is affected differently  

By the disease that eats away at me, night and day  

My brain is damaging itself they say   

But all I see is copper coloured hands and feet  

It started with a tremor in my hands   

When I was sitting watching the TV  

I thought it was just a sign of old age  

Next, it was my walking, I was slow   

Like I was trying to walk through treacle  

The copper now is consuming its way to my legs   

And the last thing I felt was stiff and tense   

In my muscles and I found it difficult   

To make expressions with my face  

They were all warning signs and the GP said   

  

It’s Parkinson’s Disease, how could they be so sure   

I asked aloud, so they asked loads of questions   

About my balance, my pee, my sense of smell,   

If I had any nerve pain or if I had problems   

With my poo, was I eating and drinking well  

Did I feel dizzy, was I sleeping ok? 

Was I sweating too much, did I feel depressed?  
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How was my memory?   

When I answered their questions, the prognosis  

Was confirmed, but it wasn’t the end   

They gave me pills and other remedies   

Though the copper will continue to eat my brain   

At least for now I have help   

So, my body doesn’t rust away too  
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CRIMSON  

(Renfield Syndrome)  

I was once a man, bright and intelligent   

Now I’m locked away, for I am insane   

Dr. Seward, my friend doesn’t understand   

Blood gives me life, I eat the flies my master brings  

He tells me in his crimson mist to worship him,  

To obey him and he will send all the flies  

I can consume, I love the taste and the crunch 

Of those juicy flies and I learn the more flies I catch 

I can feed the spiders, to provide me  

With a larger source of life, so I can be strong 

To escape this earthly prison, but I love my master 

  

Oh, it’s exciting to experiment, with one’s ideas   

For the blood is life, my master told me that   

I must consume it all, maybe I can ask my friend  

Dr. Seward, to bring me a bird, to eat the spiders  

I’ve never eaten a bird, but I wonder   

If it will be fat and juicy, my master comes to me   

In the crimson mist, he says I’ve done well  

Soon, he might grant me powers like him  

I must continue to please him and eat the flies   

Even if my lips are stained, with crimson blood  
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FUCHSIA  

(Dissociative Identity Disorder)  

My condition used to have a different name   

But they changed it, to something else   

Which sounds a lot like how I live   

I feel as though there are two parts of me   

Sometimes more, each fighting for centre stage  

Sometimes, when one personality comes through  

There’s a fuchsia haze and I transform   

Into someone new and by the time I change back  

To being me, I forget a lot of things   

And I feel like, I’ve lost a part of myself   

  

The other parts of my personality  

Don’t seem to be aware, that they are sharing space  

Inside my head and each of them holds  

Specific memories and knowledge   

That I can never seem to obtain   

I feel like a stranger, to myself and sometimes   

To those around me, because they might   

Not have met that other part, of me I don’t recall  

  

In the fuchsia haze, I’m sometimes disconnect   

And I become unpredictable, so they say  
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My handwriting can change too  

Depending on what personality, is in control   

At that moment, I sometimes refer to myself as we  

And I get strange, looks from those close to me   

I’ve been told that I’ll make a full recovery   

I just need help from counselling   

To ease out the worst but that’s ok   

I don’t want to be stuck   

In this alien fuchsia haze much longer  
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GOLD  

(Alzheimer’s Disease)  

I’m not in my golden years of old age  

But, the disease I have, is the most typical type   

Of dementia and there are three stages   

Early, middle-stage, and later symptoms   

  

In this golden world, it feels like I’m in the sun 

Watching memories, of another time   

I forget about conversations, I’ve just had   

I forget the names of places and misplace items   

In the house, I ask questions repetitively  

I have trouble thinking, about the right words to say  

I find it hard to make decisions   

And I’m hesitant to try new things  

I can also become agitated and anxious   

More frequently, I also become more confused  

At things; this is all the early symptoms   

  

The doctors say it will eventually get worse  

They told me, I could experience hallucinations   

And delusions, I may be violent towards  

My family or carers, if I must go into a home   

They say I might become suspicious  
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I may think, my family is stealing from me  

They say I might not be able to look after myself  

To eat and drink and I might not be able to walk   

Or talk the same, I can pee myself as well   

By accident and my long and short term memory  

Will start to fade away, for now, I’m lucky   

I’m still in this early stage, I’m afraid of the worst   

  

But for now, I will enjoy basking   

In this golden glow, remembering happy times  

As well as taking the medicine, the doctors gave me  

Though they did suggest that therapy is optional  

When the symptoms get worse  

  

They also suggested making a memory book  

Or a photo album, that I can look back on   

When the days are long and I’m stuck inside, alone   

And for when this golden sun finally dims   

Then, I’ll be able to look back   

At those memories one last time  
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GREY  

(Anxiety and Depression)  

I wake to find myself, in the same grey  

Ominous and endless fog, that wasn’t here   

When I was young or at least, I can’t remember  

By my side is my loyal companion, the black dog   

He seems to understand my anxiety   

In this desolate fog land and we take a walk, slowly  

  

Maybe today will be the day I find an answer  

Maybe this fog will lift and I can finally be free  

The fog isn’t dense, you can make good headway  

However, there are dangers in this fog and I jump   

When I sense an unknown shadowy figure nearby  

The black dog tries to comfort me   

Other times it snaps and growls at my heels  

Demanding me to walk further, occasionally it tries  

To drive the figures away, protecting me  

  

I’m grateful, but it doesn’t last forever  

Sometimes, the fog thickens so much  

That I lose sight of everything and I can’t breathe   

I feel like I’m suffocating and when I try to call  

The dog, my only companion, my only friend   
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In this place of endless torment  

He is not near, he is gone, he has been gobbled up  

By the figures or ran into the distance  

Never to return, I fall down choking on my tears  

Cradling myself as the figures, claw at my skin  

  

I cry again and again until finally, I fall asleep  

Feeling the claw marks, on my skin   

Yet, when I wake again, there is not a scratch on me 

And the torment starts anew  
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GREEN  

(Stress)  

Here it comes, the green monster within   

It’s not anger or hate, it’s stress, it’s a feeling  

That you’re powerless, then it takes hold   

Like you’re suffocating and can’t breathe   

You can’t focus anymore, even on simple things   

Like watching a film or trying to study for an exam  

  

The monster presses down on me   

Making my shoulders sag under its weight  

I feel overwhelmed in the slightest situation   

I feel like I can’t cope anymore   

With these racing thoughts, the monster   

Only grows stronger as I sweat   

  

At the exam table, trying to work out what to write 

I become anxious, is everyone watching me?  

Like I’m supposed to be a monkey   

That is meant to do tricks, it only becomes stronger  

When I fret over money and other woes  

I feel drained almost daily, due to having to drag  

This beast around all the time, I don’t sleep well   

And in the morning I find, that my self-esteem   
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Is low and I find I want to bury my head, in the sand 

Avoiding everyone and stress eating too   

I eat more than I should, just to satisfy the monster  

I get pounding headaches when it all gets too much  

When I feel like there’s no escape, I feel dizzy  

Like I’m going to fall, any moment   

And the monster won’t be there to catch me  

  

So, how do I fight this green beast?   

Some days I don’t, others I manage to find a way  

To step back and breathe, I let go of the monster  

And things are a little brighter before it comes back  

Hungry again, someday I won’t have to fight  

The monster will no longer prey on me   

Someday, the stress will be gone  
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INDIGO   

(Attention Deficit Disorder)  

I’m the one who sits quietly and not make a sound  

I’m sometimes forgotten, I am one of those people   

On the outside, there appears to be nothing wrong   

But the inside tells a different tale  

In the cover of my indigo world, I am seen as lazy  

Unfocused and sometimes a failure  

To my peers especially, because I complete a task  

Slower or later than the others   

I can become bored or disinterested in something  

Quicker than the others and I often daydream   

Of somewhere far away, from these burdensome  

Tasks, I often forget that I am daydreaming  

Because here under my cover   

The indigo mutes the outside world  

  

Yet, I’m the one who gets bullied  

I get accused that my work is sloppy, incomplete  

Disorganized and I should try harder next time   

Only next time will bear the same results  

I tend to lose things because I forget   

Where I left them in the first place   

The only treatment is either medication   
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Or something called a behaviour intervention plan  

Where it helps me to adapt to certain situations   

I’ve been under this indigo cover for so long  

That I don’t know what the future holds   

But I hope that whatever works in the end  

The bullies will back away and my peers   

Will have a little more respect for me  
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LIME  

(Separation Anxiety)  

I am seen as needy and clingy, but I’m scared   

Of being alone, away from my comfort of home  

From being away from Mum and Dad   

The lime wraps around me so tight; I can’t breathe  

I panic, I cry or scream, I just want to be at home  

I want Mum and Dad to come and break me   

Out of the lime cocoon   

  

They said as I get older, I’ll get better  

I’ll grow out of it, but I’m at school now  

I don’t want Mum and Dad to go  

It’s too hard to say goodbye  

I have to go into school early 

So, I don’t distress the others, I don’t mean to   

I didn’t choose this, the lime encapsulated me first   

They say it might just be a phase  

A transition from nursery, to school   

But at home, I need extra cuddles before bed   

Lest the lime decides to take over, during the night   

  

I managed to complete High School and College  

I’m older now, but the lime remains   
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I had therapy at school, it helped   

But now I’m working and in a relationship   

The lime seems to suffocate me more each day   

I try to expose myself to different situations  

Most end up in panic attacks   

  

The best thing that works, is the medication   

But it’s not fool proof, the lime still constricts me   

On a bad day, draining everything  

The good days I cherish because I’m free   

From the lime prison  
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MAGENTA  

(Pica)  

In my world stones, dirt and chalk all sparkle   

Like magenta gems, in a rockpool   

I have to explore them, to taste them, to find out   

If a big stone will taste better or worse  

Than a smaller one, I’ve been told not to do it   

Yet, I can’t resist the allure, trying to chew paper  

To taste sand and mummy’s hair   

  

The nursery doesn’t let me chew things either   

In case I get hurt, I know they want to look after me  

I was supposed to stop, when I was little   

Mummy said, but sometimes I just can’t stop   

Mum and Dad got me things, to chew on  

To help me not try to pick up and eat things  

It works some days, more than others   

The magenta, calls me over and over  

  

I’ve not eaten any bad stuff, but the nursey   

Had to move, the glue and paint away  

Mum and Dad, take things away from me too  

I get upset, but they tell me it’s for the best   

We’re going to see the GP soon, to get help   
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And maybe try medication first and hope it works 

They say it will get better when I’m older   

It’s a phase, I’ll stop in time, little do they know   

Of the glistening magenta that calls to me every day  
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MAROON 

(Male Post-Natal Depression)  

At first, I was afraid to touch mummy’s bump   

In case I hurt you in your cocoon, but now  

I’ve got used it, you’re here, my precious little boy   

I am your daddy and despite the smile on my lips   

I feel as though I wading in a maroon syrup   

I take each step cautiously, in case I drop you   

Or handle you the wrong way  

   

It’s normal, to be anxious like this   

I’ve never been one, who looked after children  

But today I will start afresh, it will get easier   

Over time they say, I’ll get more confident   

But I don’t, the maroon syrup drags me   

Further and deeper down than before, I feel useless   

Because mummy does everything better than me  

  

I love you dearly though because I worry  

I’ve had sleepless nights and I still can’t believe  

You’re here sometimes and you’re growing in ways  

I don’t understand and you’re becoming   

A little person, I find it hard to keep up with you  

I thought wrong things and said worse things   
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I regret both, I always say sorry  

But the heartache is still there and I’ve been given  

The option of tablets and they seem to help  

Though I find myself drowsy, I blink   

And you’ve changed again my wonderful, boy  

  

I’m fighting through this maroon syrup   

To be the best dad you could ask for  

You bring a little sunshine to this place   

And guide me to happier times  
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NAVY  

(Insomnia)  

The stars light the night sky, bright and beautiful  

I’m tired from today's adventure  

I’m ready for sleep, I climb into my bed   

Pull up the covers and close my eyes   

Yet all I see is this, navy light   

I toss and turn finding it hard, to get to sleep   

When I do catch some sleep, I awake alert   

In the night, trying to search   

For the source of the navy light  

  

When I can’t find it, I lay in bed awake   

Unable to find comfort; I wake up in the morning  

Drowsy, tired, and irritable and the navy light   

Still plagues my vision and my mind  

I try to nap on the sofa for a moment or so   

But again, I can’t obtain the precious sleep   

That I so desperately need   

  

I try to perform simple tasks, like washing dishes  

And I find it’s hard to focus, with sleepiness  

Whipping at my heels and I’ve tried everything  

That the doctor has suggested   
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Nothing seems to get rid of this navy light   

It’s become, a part of me, the next step is therapy  

To get inside my mind, to figure out what thoughts  

Or memories are making it so hard for me to sleep   

  

Perhaps, it’s the things from the past  

That makes me lay awake each night   

I’m no expert, I hope the therapy will work  

Because I no longer want to be drawn to this light  

Like a moth driven to a flame.  
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OCHRE   

(Obsessive Compulsive Disorder)  

I am seen as a neat freak   

For having everything organised, in a specific way   

I am seen as controlling   

For wanting things to be in order   

The reality is, there’s a monster perched  

Upon my shoulder watching me, it’s body scabbed  

Dirty and ochre in colour, this monster whispers  

Into my ear, sweet words that make me think   

Obsessive thoughts, that I am going to catch a germ  

From handling a baby or I need to have all the jars  

In the cupboard, facing the same way   

  

So, I wash my hands anxiously, feverishly   

Until I think, it’s enough but I go back just in case   

I missed a bit, compulsively, feeling relief   

Only momentarily and I return again and again   

  

It’s the same with the labels; I’ll count them  

Turn them making sure, they look neat   

I’ll walk away but I’ll return again and again   

Until the ochre monster, is satisfied   

I try to think about something else   
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But the monster has already whispered  

Those sweet words, making me go back   

Anxiously to check once more  

  

It’s too hard, to fight on my own   

I’ve spoken to the doctor   

And they have referred me to therapy  

The monster isn’t pleased, but I’d rather be free   

Than have its dirty body, perched on my shoulder  

For the rest of my life 
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OLIVE  

(Body Dysmorphia)  

When I awake, the olive mask is already there   

I’m unaware at first until I glimpse at myself  

In the mirror and the image is distorted   

My stomach looks fat, my thighs look bigger  

My hips look like they belong to another person   

  

I turn away, ashamed of my image  

Disgusted, with the body I live in   

I cry a thousand tears and I fall to the floor  

I glimpse again into the mirror   

Hoping the image has changed   

But it’s only gotten worse and I pick myself up   

  

I get ready for the day; I groom my hair lovingly  

Make it perfect I wipe the tears and apply make-up  

To conceal the puffy redness, I’m ready to head out  

I can’t help that all these people are looking at me  

But I’m the one, looking at them   

Wishing I was different, wishing I could change   

  

When it gets too much, I isolate myself   

And pick at my skin, so it’s smooth   
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This olive mask makes me sensitive   

To every part of my body  

And this mask makes me believe that   

It doesn’t matter how many people tell me   

I’m beautiful and no matter how hard I try  

To believe it, it’s all wrong   

  

There is therapy for me   

I may have to wait until all the assessments   

Are done and I desperately want to shed this mask  

But for now, it feels like it’s a part of my body  

And my mind 
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ORANGE  

(Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder)  

No-one understands, no-one gets me, I’m alone   

In this world, I’m constantly fighting  

I’m only a child and I’m still learning   

Right from wrong, but in my world   

My mind is ablaze with orange lights flashing   

On and off, I can’t sit still, I’m fidgety  

  

The teachers say I’m out of control   

I don’t pay attention, they don’t pay attention to me  

When I say I’m bored, I’m not stimulated enough  

The lights in my head are flashing, telling me   

That I need more engagement   

  

The teachers say my behaviour is all over the place  

Because I can’t do certain tasks, they ask me   

Or lose things, others have said I’m forgetful  

But I feel I’m on the go all the time   

Talking excessively about my day, my problems  

And no-one listens, I make simple mistakes   

  

Yet, I am shouted at, when others are not  

Is it any wonder, they question my outbursts?   
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They say my mummy can’t cope, but I think  

She’s doing great, of course, she’s stressed at times  

And shouts when I’ve been naughty  

But how do I explain these lights to the one person  

I idolize more than anything in the world  

It’s in my genetics, mummy told me   

  

So, I’m waiting for help and someone to understand  

The lights in my head, the bright neon orange glow  

Of chaos, until then, I wish every night   

That the orange lights, won’t be so bright  

Or flash so much and I had more than mummy   

To talk to and I wish someday, they won’t flash 

anymore   

And I’ll prove one day, what they said is wrong  
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ORANGE-RED  

(Epilepsy)  

What I have may not affect me mentally   

But my condition still affects my brain   

It can happen at any time, day or night  

If I’m stressed or I’ve not had enough sleep   

When I wake up or if there is a flashing light   

  

Sometimes, there is no warning   

Sometimes, I can feel it, even sense it  

Rising from my stomach and all I know   

Is the orange-red glow, it greets me every time   

Almost like a blanket, ready to be crawled into   

The worst seizure is called status epilepticus   

Where the seizure can last a long time   

And the person doesn’t regain consciousness  

Between the fits, each seizure causes the body   

To jerk and shake, others cause problems   

Like a loss of awareness or unusual sensations   

  

The other seizures have names too   

Like Aura’s, Complex partial (focal) seizure  

Tonic-clonic seizure, absences, myoclonic seizures  

Clonic seizures, tonic seizures and lastly   
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Atonic seizures; I wish I could remember  

What one the doctors said I have   

But shock, along with the medication  

Dulls the memory and they said the seizures   

May stop over time, but I don’t think so   

I can still feel the orange-red glow, pulsing   

Behind my eyes; I’ll stick to the medication   

Until it gets too much to handle   

Then, I’ll consider the other options  
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PEACH  

(Narcissistic Personality Disorder)  

My name is narcissistic personality disorder   

I am unknown, I go unrecognized   

I am born out of multiple things   

But I know, I cast a peach mist  

Upon the mind of my host, they feel grandiose   

And expect superior treatment from others   

They fixate on power and success   

They perceive that they are unique   

Associating themselves, with people of high-status  

They need constant admiration   

They sense that they need special treatment   

And even obedience from others  

   

They exploit others to achieve personal goals   

They are unwilling to empathize with feelings   

And with other people’s needs  

They are envious of others and believe   

That others are envious of them   

And they are arrogant and pompous in demeanour  

  

I am the peach mist in their mind,   

I can feel them struggle against me, all the time   
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I can sense that they seek treatment   

So, that I’m not so powerful 

But the only treatment is psychotherapy  

And I wonder if it will help   

Under my mist, my host is powerless and dances  

Clueless, in the peach swirling mists of my grasp 
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PINK  

(Pre-Natal Depression)  

Once there was a time, I felt joy, where I was happy  

About the fact, I was going to become a mother   

I was excited to learn if you were a boy or a girl   

Now everything has changed, I’m floating   

Among pink clouds, numb, disconnected   

From the world around me, I question every day   

If I will ever be able to bond with you   

  

Once you’ve arrived and I can’t concentrate   

On the words, coming from the hospital nurses  

Letting me know that you’re doing fine   

I forget those words and ask your daddy   

What they said, the moment after we’ve left   

I can’t sleep, not because I’m uncomfortable  

It’s because my mind spins around and around   

With questions, that have no answers  

  

The pink clouds may seem calming  

But they are a torment to me and irritate me  

I snap, when I don’t want to because baby   

I just want to love you and I feel fatigued  

Because I’m not getting enough sleep   
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On the opposite side, I just want to eat  

You’re a hungry baby, that I understand  

 I’m eating for two, but I dread, what will come next 

Will I gain more weight? Will you be alright?   

What’s with this obsessive eating?  

  

Will you look into my eyes the moment you’re born 

With love or hate? I have failed you baby,   

I want to be a good mum for you  

I’m trying too hard, to be happy, baby for you  

But all I feel is sadness every waking moment   

I’ve thought more than once I can’t do this  

I don’t want to be here, I don’t deserve to hold you  

Or to call you baby or by any name  

  

We decided I’m scared baby, I want your life   

To be better than this, I want you to smile,  

And call me mum one day, I yearn to be free from  

These soft pink clouds, baby I will try  

For you, I will do anything  
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PLUM  

(Psychosis)   

I am confused with being a psychopath   

But they lack empathy  

They manipulate and disregard the consequences   

Of their actions and they can be violent   

While I wouldn’t hurt a fly; this illness is short-term  

I feel like I’m drowning, in plum muddy waters  

Between the hallucinations and the delusions  

 

It’s hard to distinguish the difference  

Between my world and that of schizophrenia   

But there is one difference I have, a lack of insight  

Meaning that I am unaware that the delusions   

And the hallucinations are real and I feel scared   

I feel I’m alone and when I’m distressed   

My thoughts become confused and disturbed  

And then I’m back to drowning in plum   

My treatment options are the same   

As schizophrenia, yet I feel so vastly different   

From them, like I’m an alien, an imposter  

In the world around me, maybe it’s because   

They don’t treat me separately, from the rest  
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I’m just the same, but I don’t want to be like them 

I’m drowning again, I can hear the voices returning 

Someone, save me!  
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PURPLE  

(Male Depression)  

I am swamped by a haze, that no one else can see   

No one else knows, about the crushing weight   

I feel under this cloak of darkness   

My world is a mask, of darkness with purple tints 

It's lonely here, I feel hollow, cold, numb  

There used to be a time, where light and happiness  

Filled my world, now there is a constant emptiness  

Where the pureness of life used to be   

My purple mask obscures the reality of life  

Glass half full, glass half empty attitude   

Living in a world filled with shadows,   

That are neither good or bad, they don’t phase me   

  

Some days I recede into myself, closing myself off  

To those around me, especially those closest to me  

I want to care, I want to feel happy  

I want to feel the sun on my face  

I am stuck in an endless cycle of trailing   

My cloak of darkness around with me  

No matter where I go; I want to reach out  

I want someone to understand  

I want someone to feel what I do, but this journey   
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Is one I must take alone, so I walk on   

In the endless queue called life  

There is no going back, there is no going forward  

No-one around me wants to listen  

It’s like they are numb to my existence   

  

The queue inches forward, I drag my heels and then  

I am back to staring holes, in the back   

Of people’s heads, questioning myself  

Why am I here; the purple haze thickens  

The cloak descends, I wait my turn, I wait endlessly  

And some part of me, screams to get better   

To hope that good will return and that happiness  

Can be achieved, but I will wait to find out   

What waits for me, at the end of this journey in life  
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RED   

(Post-traumatic Stress Disorder)  

(This poem mentions suicide and may be hard to 

read for those who suffer PTSD on a daily basis, 

apologises in advance)  

 

I’m not a soldier, I’m just like everyone else  

Normal, until one night, that’s all it took  

One night, I was out with a couple of mates   

Just having a walk around the town, not drunk  

No drugs, just happy, when one of them said   

They were going to jump off the bridge  

We all laughed and headed home  

  

I turned around, to see if you just blurted it out  

Not being serious, no, you jumped, I screamed,  

Everyone else saw you were gone,  

Your body on the ground, crushed, bloody-red  

It was cold that night when the police came  

  

The flashbacks come in waves of a red ocean  

Relentless and untameable and they said  

It would get better, after a while   

As they placed the blanket around my shoulders  
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But the nightmares come, red flashes   

Making me feel sick and every year my mates  

Go to the bridge, I can’t, I’ve numbed the pain  

I don’t want to remember  

  

Now they’ve fallen out with me, I’m isolated   

In my world of endless red, I’m on edge, irritable  

And I get angry, I say things I don’t mean   

They put me on medication and therapy   

To ease the pain, to hopefully make me better  

I’m not a soldier, but I face a red hell every day  
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RED-VIOLET   

(Depersonalization Disorder)  

My condition is often mistaken for psychosis   

But, it’s more like looking in a mirror  

And finding emptiness and the red-violet shell   

Distorts everything around me   

 

It’s like my feelings belong to someone else   

Yet they exist, in my body and mind  

I feel disconnected, from those around me   

And even the world around me, I feel like I’m in a 

dream 

Where time keeps passing by but I’m not there   

In that moment, I sometimes get over-anxious  

When the red-violet shell starts to break   

Revealing the cracks underneath, I feel like  

I’m losing control of my mind and body  

 

I want to crawl away and be alone so no-one  

Gazes at me suffering, that’s when the depression  

Sets in so strong and fierce, I can’t escape it  

I managed to tear myself away for a while   

From the red-violet shell to go to the GP, they said  

To try the medication first and if it doesn’t help   
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Or makes things worse, I’ll be on, the waiting list  

For therapy, I hope both help so it will reduce   

The panic attacks and maybe, restore me   

Back to whatever I was, before the red-violet shell  

Became my Heaven and my Hell  
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SILVER  

(Dementia)  

I wish it was just my memory that’s going   

I wish, it was just old age, but it’s much more  

I live in a world of silver, dull and unending  

I am slow to think, slow to act  

I’ve falsely accused people wrongly  

I’ve worried anxiously, over little things  

I’m afraid to go out, in case I fall again  

So, I shelter myself, in this silver web for comfort  

I need assistance going to the dentist, the doctor   

Even going to the beauty parlour  

And making those appointments for me   

  

I want to independent, I can stand up   

On my own two feet, if only I could remember  

How not to trip up, if only I could remember   

How I got that bruise on my arm last week  

I repeat myself a lot, but I don’t realise   

I get confused when my family get angry at me  

I don’t want to go to the doctors   

The problem will go, the silver web will disappear  

On its own, no-one needs to interfere  
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I’ll be able to go out, start seeing old friends again 

Will I remember their names?   

Will I remember the first time we met?   

Will I remember the good days?   

  

The world is going by too fast  

I’m getting old and slow, I need my family  

To be patient with me as I was with them  

I’m not young anymore, this web is not natural  

I can feel it draining parts of me each day   

And each day another face fades away  

Into the web, where I can no longer reach  
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TEAL  

(Social Anxiety)  

Being in my world, I am more than just shy   

I have a dread, that doesn’t go away   

And it affects my everyday activities  

My self-confidence, relationships, and work   

I feel like I’m wrapped, in a teal cocoon  

  

I worry about social situations   

Before, during and after they happen  

I dread meeting strangers, starting conversations  

Speaking on the phone, working, and shopping,  

I tend to avoid and even worry   

About having group chats or eating with others   

Or parties and I will worry about blushing   

In front of others, I feel like I’m being judged   

Or watched, if I’m doing anything   

And within this teal cocoon, I find things difficult  

I fear criticism and I have had panic attacks   

  

Before the cocoon tightened around me   

Enclosing me within, it’s grasp; there is a way out   

I felt close before to getting out, escaping   

But I relapsed back, to the start again   
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Now, I’m going to try therapy and guided self-help  

Maybe even join one of the support groups   

So, I can chat online, without having nausea  

That comes before, a panic attack   

When I exit this cocoon and this phobia ends  

I may yet turn, into a beautiful butterfly  
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TURQUOISE  

(Narcolepsy)  

A lot of people would argue that I’m lucky   

I’m able to fall asleep when I want   

But it’s not that simple; my condition means   

That I can fall asleep during the day   

And it makes it difficult, to work   

Or even watch a film at home   

  

I’m often misjudged as lazy   

The worst part is when the turquoise smog  

Descends without warning   

I can sometimes sleep for a few seconds  

But for others, it can last several minutes   

When it’s not under control, I have many attacks  

During the day, I’ve had cataplexy attacks   

Which means I lose control, of my muscles   

My legs can collapse, luckily these only happen  

Once or twice a year, others may experience them  

More often; sometimes I experience the inability  

To move or speak, which is terrifying   

  

My condition causes some other symptoms too  

Such as memory loss, hallucinations, restless sleep,  
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And depression, though there is no cure for it  

The GP recommended having good sleeping habits  

Like having the same bedtime routine   

There is medication that I take to help control it  

But they warned me the turquoise smog   

May still last long term, but at least now, bit by bit 

I can clear the smog away  
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VIOLET  

(Post-Natal Depression)  

You’ve arrived, you’re here in my arms   

My little baby, after nine months   

And gruelling labour, you’re here   

I can start to become mummy, despite my happiness  

My joy, a violet cloak surrounds me  

It’s just the baby blues I say, it’s normal   

To be anxious with a new-born   

  

Everyone has gone through it, it will get better   

But it doesn’t, each day the violet cloak, suffocates  

With a persistent sadness, I’ve no energy now  

I’ve no joy, it’s like I’ve given it all to you   

When you entered this turbulent world  

  

I don’t sleep at night, due to my anxious thoughts  

I worry constantly, I sometimes check on you   

While you sleep, just to make sure   

That it’s not a dream and you’re still here  

I feel sleepy during the day, it’s normal, they say  

It’s just a phase, they say, you’ll get sleep sometime  

They say, but it’s all a lie, they don’t understand  

How it feels, to withdraw from your friends, family 
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And you’re a new-born, they don’t understand why  

You find it difficult to bond with your baby  

I curse myself each day, if I do something wrong   

I should be doing better, but the violet cloak  

Brings doubt to my mind I can’t concentrate   

I end up making mistakes and I lash out   

Due to my tiredness, you’re growing faster   

Than I can blink, baby, please stay small  

I’ve missed so much already please   

  

Can we rewind time just a little bit, you’re growing 

But my patience isn’t, it wears down each day   

It is wire thin now and in the days I’m at my worse   

The violet cloak makes me think of horrible things  

That, I wouldn’t dream of doing to anyone   

It makes me think of hurting you  

Because you’ve pushed me too far that day  

It makes me think of pushing you away  

I don’t want to think like that   

I’d rather harm myself than you, my beautiful baby  

I’m trying each day, to fight this violet cloak   

I’m trying each day, to be the best mum, I’m trying  

I’m fighting, please, stay by my side forever 
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WHITE  

(Anxiety)  

Imagine, you are in a white cloud floating aimlessly  

Through the sky, with no worries or cares  

To weigh you down; suddenly, the sky darkens   

The cloud shivers with fear, panic-stricken  

Over the sudden change, more clouds start to build  

Trapping you inside, you’ve got nowhere to go  

Unable to breathe, your heart beats faster  

Telling you to escape, but the storm clouds   

Have gathered, colliding together, thunder rages  

And lightning flashes, as you tumble   

Through the storm, fearing the worst  

You hold your breath, close your eyes   

And then nothing, your mind goes blank   

White noise, like the storm, has now passed   

And you’re left, floating in the sky   

Shaken from the turmoil, floating and hoping   

That it will never come again  
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YELLOW  

(Autism) 

Nothing gets me down, I’m always happy   

Smiling at everyone I meet   

Yet, people seem to turn away, from me   

As I greet them, alienating me  

  

I can’t communicate, like everyone else  

I can only use simple, singular words   

To make my life easier, they don’t understand  

What it’s like, living inside a yellow bubble   

Feeling rays of sunshine, that make you smile  

  

Yet, the outside world is confusingly busy  

It’s puzzling at times when people shout my name  

And I don’t answer, because I’m busy   

Trying to understand this bright yellow bubble   

I live in because everything is different   

Even something simple, like a party   

Can cause me to be anxious and I’m frightened   

By the loud noises, confused at the bustling bodies  

Dancing, to the beat of the music  

They’re dancing, watching me, I avoid eye contact   
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In this seemingly happy yellow world  

I like to be alone, I prefer to play with my toys   

My way, not anyone else’s, I don’t like change  

Any change at all causes me to be scared  

Confused and lost, I want to escape   

Back to my happy and safe place   

I usually want to flick my fingers   

In order to cope, other times it’s just habit   

  

I’m in this yellow bubble for life   

There’s no freedom here, yet, I’m still happy   

All I can wish for is, that the world stops changing  

And takes it slow, so I can adapt   

All I can ask is for someone, anyone  

To be there for me at the end of the day  

To guide me through life and help me solve  

The unsolvable puzzle of the yellow bubble.  
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APPENDIX:  

Useful Contacts:  

Anxiety UK - http://www.anxietyuk.org.uk/  

Bipolar UK - http://www.bipolaruk.org.uk/  

CALM - http://www.thecalmzone.net/  

Men’s Health Forum -  

https://www.menshealthforum.org.uk/beatstress.uk  

Mental Health Foundation - 

https://www.mentalhealth.org.uk/ 

 

Mind - http://www.mind.org.uk/  

Mood Café - https://www.moodcafe.co.uk/  

No Panic - http://www.nopanic.org.uk/  

OCD UK - http://www.ocduk.org/  

Rethink Mental Illness - http://www.rethink.org/  

Samartins - http://www.samaritans.org/  

SANE - http://www.sane.org.uk/support  

Shout - https://www.giveusashout.org/  

Young Minds - http://www.youngminds.org.uk/  
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